
AA Home Group
Minutes of Group Conscience Meeting

October 23, 2021

1. Welcome by Kerry M., serving as Chair.

2. The meeting was opened with the Serenity Prayer.

3. Treasurer Report, Patty M.: Patty M. was not present, Kaylee (Secretary) will reach out for
this.

4. IT Chair Report, Kirk: Jokingly states “website still up- nothing has crashed”. Group
Conscious/Training Mods are being updated every 2 weeks/ accordingly.Procedures for training
& the method we have fallen into, is running very smooth

5. IGSR Appointment, Carolyn- No report, no information from previous position. Will have a
report, next GC meeting.

6. Scheduling Report, Kerry M.: 174 OPEN positions on schedule. There are many new chairs &
new hosts that have just begun. Platform as a whole is in a good place right now, thanks the
group. Please consider looking at the AAHG schedule and any spots please sign up!

7. Security Report, Bob M: When you have powers please be you are giving up credentials
when not on service. Hosts may lose service and people who are not on service should not be
able to get host. There are many people who just go out of security training, please do not ask
for powers in the ZOOM chat. Host is highest level of security, the host cannot always help with
the introduction for chair. Chairs, please be mindful of this. New trusted servants have begun,
please be patient with all the changes. Abuse of Trusted Servants will not be tolerated. Please
arrive 15 min into the shift so that everything is sorted before the beginning of each hour.

NEW BUSINESS:

8. Add international to our name: Richard K motions to add "International" to name. Even though
A.A. Home Group is from the Eastern USA, it has attracted alcoholics internationally.
Motion is TABLED, Richard K was not present.



9. Youtube Videos: Shawn Redbeard motions to allow recovery related YOUTUBE videos to be
used in the meeting.
Motion does not pass.

10. Extension of Terms: Kerry, Matthew, Patty:Extend the terms of our committee Chairs and
Co-Chairs. Currently each term is 4 months. We propose to extend the term to 6 months.
Motion PASSES

11. Kerry adjourns, Carla S. Prays out.


